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correct translation of the references to Peter and John as ἀγράμματοι and ἰδιῶται. 4 Thomas J. Kraus is correct that the terms have overlapping but distinct referents. 5 The former term means (as its constituent parts would suggest) "unlettered" or "illiterate, " while the latter term means more specifically "amateur" or "untrained. " 6 Stated otherwise, the former term refers to the lack of educational status, while the latter term refers to the lack of professional status. Glosses of the terms as "unstudierte Leute" and "Laien, " respectively, are thus correct. 7 More importantly, however, Kraus rightly notes that both words function as terms of contrast to another group, and thus interpreters must rely on the context of the terms in order to attribute to them more specificity concerning which letters (and in which language) are not known, and in what skills the individual in question is an amateur. 8 In light of this last important point, one may note the inaccuracy and, furthermore, the irrelevance of previous scholarly attempts to deny for ἀγράμματος the obvious meaning of "illiterate. " This attempt is often based on the claim that an elementary education was widely available to first-century Jews:
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7 Jacob Jervell, Die Apostelgeschichte, 17th ed., KEK 3 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998), 179; Rudolf Pesch, Die Apostelgeschichte: 1. Teilband, Apg 1-12, EKKNT 5.1 (NeukirchenVluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1986) , 167. 8 Kraus, " 'Uneducated, ' 'Illiterate, much education as was then customary among the Jews. Peter and John had not been trained in the rabbinical schools at Jerusalem, nor had they been ordained by the rabbis to teach. This was noted in their trial before the Sanhedrin. 9 This anonymous scholar is not alone in claiming that Acts 4:13 cannot mean that Peter and John were illiterate because they would have gone to elementary school 10 or in claiming that Acts 4:13 refers primarily to (and thus denies only) advanced rabbinic education. 11 In addition to the fact that the adjective "rabbinic" suffers from the same lack of a clear referent in first-century Judaism as the noun "rabbi, " 12 both aspects of this interpretation are in need of correction in light of more recent studies on Jewish education and literacy. The ancient world in general and Roman Palestine in particular knew nothing like a widespread publicly funded elementary education system that provided literate education (that is, reading and writing) to the populace, which is distinctly a phenomenon of modern industrialized cultures. 13 Likewise, there is no firm evidence of first-century synagogue literate 9 Unknown, "Comparative Translation, " 49 n. 1. 10 L&N, 329 ( §27.23): "Some persons have assumed that ἀγράμματος in Ac 4.13 means 'illiterate' in the sense of not being able to read or write, but this is highly unlikely in view of the almost universal literacy in NT times, and especially as the result of extensive synagogue schools. Evidently, ἀγράμματος in Ac 4.13 refers to a lack of formal rabbinic teaching. " Cf. also F. F. Bruce 15 In other words, the tidy distinction between a public elementary literate education that was easily accessible for everyone (or at least boys) and a more select advanced rabbinic education that the block quotation above assumes can no longer be maintained as reflective of first-century Palestinian Judaism. Those students who proceeded to advanced pedagogical levels belonged to an especially narrow and privileged group that emerged from a group that was narrow and privileged to begin with. As a result, one cannot, without further evidence, concede that Peter and John received no advanced training but maintain that they received an elementary education.
Furthermore, such an argument may be irrelevant for the interpretation of Acts 4:13. Perhaps the disciples could sign their names (signature literacy) or read directional signs or ossuary inscriptions, but these are not the "letters" that the Sanhedrin assumes the disciples as ἀγράμματοι are lacking. They are surprised that Peter speaks with παρρησία specifically vis-à-vis interpretation of the Scriptures (Acts 3:12-26). The Sanhedrin's comment thus does not assume a lack of any literate skills at all in any language. It quite specifically assumes "daß die Apostel … keine schriftgelehrte Ausbildung genossen haben, " 16 and thus that Peter's abilities (whatever they may have been) were insufficient to read and interpret Hebrew (or Greek) holy scrolls. I have elsewhere referred to these abilities as scribal literacy-"literate skills that allow some educated individuals to function as authoritative interpreters of texts. " 17 In first-century Palestinian Judaism, this form of literacy belonged to authoritative readers, copyists, and interpreters who had received a scribal-literate education. 18 It is this group-from which the Sanhedrin draws its membership-that serves the contrastive function for ἀγράμματος and ἰδιώτης. The Jewish leadership, according to Luke, thinks that Peter and John are not professional, scribal-literate interpreters of the Hebrew Scriptures such as themselves. 19 More importantly, it is on this basis-the lack of scribal literacy and lack of professional status that it implies-that the Sanhedrin recognizes Peter and John as companions of Jesus.
B. Acts 4 and Continuity with Luke's Gospel
Before proceeding to an examination of the odd fit of this image of Jesus within Luke-Acts, it is important to note briefly that Luke offers this narrative portrayal in a section that draws upon narrative frameworks that he first employed in his Gospel. Immediately before Acts 4:13, the Jewish leadership in Jerusalem has arrested Peter and John for preaching the resurrection of Jesus and has held them overnight (4:1-3). Just as Jesus was arrested and appeared the next day before the Sanhedrin (συνέδριον) in Luke 22:66, so do Peter and John also appear the day after their arrest before the Sanhedrin in Acts 4:5-22 (identified as συνέδριον in 4:15). The Sanhedrin places Peter and John "in the midst" (ἐν τῷ μέσῳ) of the group for interrogation (Acts 4:7) just as Peter appeared "in (the) midst" (ἐν μέσῳ) of a group of questioners during his "trial" in the Lukan passion narrative (Luke 22:55) . From the narrator's standpoint, Peter performs better in the second interrogation than he performed in the first, which resulted in his thrice denial of Jesus.
The Sanhedrin then asks the disciples, "By what power [δυνάμει] or by what name have you done this thing?" just as the Jerusalem leaders asked Jesus, "By what authority [ἐξουσίᾳ] do you do these things, and who is it who gave to you this authority?" in Luke 20:2 (//Mark 11:27//Matt 21:23). Although the subtle difference between the Jewish leadership's question about Jesus's ἐξουσία in Luke 20:2 and the Sanhedrin's question about the disciples' δύναμις in Acts 4:7 may appear to exhibit a degree of discontinuity, the vocabulary shift actually reveals all the more the narrative cohesion between Luke's first and second volumes. For Acts 1:8 introduced δύναμις as the "power" the disciples receive from the Holy Spirit, which is poured upon them at Pentecost in Acts 2. During that event, Peter's sermon claims that the Pentecost happenings fulfill the prophecy of Joel concerning the day of the Lord when God will pour out his Spirit upon human beings (Acts 2:17//Joel 2:28 [LXX 3:1]) and save those who call upon his "name" (Acts 2:21//Joel 2:32 [LXX 3:5] ). Peter contributes christologically to the salvation-historical story by claiming that the "name" upon which they must call is not necessarily the tetragrammaton ‫)יהוה(‬ or ‫/אדון‬κύριος but "the name of Jesus Christ" (2:38). In this way, by the time the Jewish leadership asks in Acts 4:7 by which "power" and which "name" the disciples "have done this, " the narrative of Acts has already answered it in a manner that demonstrates the salvation-historical results of what transpired after they asked Jesus the similar question in Luke 20:2.
Luke's strategic use of narrative frameworks from his Gospel in Acts continues in the immediate context of Acts 4:13. Peter cites Ps 118:22 as scriptural support for the reception of Jesus in Jerusalem (Acts 4:11), as had Jesus himself in Luke 20:17. Additionally, in Acts 4:13, Luke uses θαυμάζω in order to describe the amazement that the disciples elicit as public teachers, as he did similarly for the amazement that Jesus elicited as a public teacher in his Gospel (4:22; 9:43; 11:14, 38; 20:26; cf. 24:12, 41) . 20 This point concerning the narrative continuity between Acts and Luke's Gospel is not novel and is even presented to introductory students in textbooks. 21 But it is important for the present argument to note that Luke develops his narrative strategies in the immediate context of Acts 4:13 in continuity with the narrative strategies of his Gospel: as I suggest below, his reference to Jesus in 4:13b disrupts this continuity.
C. Previous Assessments of Acts 4:13b
The second half of Acts 4:13 contains the narrator's claim that the Sanhedrin identified Peter and John as companions of Jesus on the basis of their status as illiterate and untrained men. This connection is clear from the linking of the compound main clause "they were amazed and recognized them" to the syntactically prior subordinate clauses via circumstantial participles, θεωροῦντες ("seeing") and καταλαβόμενοι ("perceiving" in middle voice): the Jewish leadership recognized the disciples as companions of Jesus only upon observing Peter's παρρησία and understanding that Peter and John were illiterate and untrained. 22 Prior scholarship on Acts 4:13b has rightly observed precisely this dynamic of the text. Richard N. Longenecker claims, for example, "Their judges could not but wonder at such ordinary men having such a mastery of biblical argumentation.… So they had to fall back on the only possible explanation-'these men had been with Jesus, ' who despite his lack of rabbinic training, taught 'as one who had authority' (Mark 1:22). " 23 William J. Larkin Jr. is even more direct: "Their Lord also lacked credentials yet handled the Scriptures in the same effective way. " 24 Similarly, Luke Timothy Johnson says, "They can see the apostles do not have learning, yet they speak with boldness, so 'they recognized they had been with Jesus'!" 25 It is not necessary to stack more quotations upon these in order to demonstrate that commentators generally interpret this verse rightly. 26 My claim is not that they have misread Luke. Rather, my claim is that, in reading Luke rightly, they have overlooked the degree to which this association of Jesus with the manuallabor nonscribal class fits awkwardly with Luke's broader image of Jesus. Interesting along these lines is the ease with which some scholars enlist portraits of Jesus from outside the world of Luke-Acts in order to provide further illustration of the Jesus of Acts 4:13b. Some scholars note the similarity with John 7:15, which portrays "the Jews" as responding to Jesus with the question "How does this man know letters [γράμματα οἶδεν] when he has never been taught?" 27 This comparison is correct because, in both cases, it is the combination of assumed lack of scribal-literate education with oral teaching that is indicative of scribal literacy that prompts the response of astonishment among the Jewish leadership. 28 
II. The Oddity of Jesus in Acts 4:13 in Light of Luke's Image of Jesus
More accurately, scholars must go outside Luke-Acts to illustrate further the Jesus of Acts 4:13b because Luke has otherwise purposefully eliminated the nonscribal Jesus from Mark's Gospel and replaced him with a Jesus who is a scriballiterate Scripture authority. This sustained Lukan interpretive agenda, which I will demonstrate below, renders the appearance of a Jesus strongly associated with the nonscribal class in Acts 4:13b an oddity in Luke-Acts in one of two possible ways. First, if Luke intends to indicate that Jesus himself was, like Peter and John, illiterate and unlearned, the Jesus of Acts 4:13b may be a Lukan cameo of the Markan Jesus, whereby Luke has failed to redact Mark's Jesus in the same way that he otherwise redacts him in the Gospel. Second, even if Luke intends to indicate only that Peter and John were illiterate and unlearned, with no comment upon Jesus, both his sustained recategorization of Jesus in the Gospel and his comments in Acts 4:13b illustrate his unwillingness to apply to Jesus a particular apologetic function of the Spirit that he applies to Peter in Acts 4:8. Either of these two interpretive possibilities raises an interesting question: why did Luke choose to portray Jesus in terms of scribal-literate authority in the Gospel of Luke in the manner that he did? I consider each possibility in turn before offering a possible explanation for this interpretive conundrum.
A. A Lukan Cameo of the Markan Jesus 30
Luke's reclassification of Jesus from outside the scribal-literate class to inside the scribal-literate class is clear in traditions that he redacts from Mark's Gospel as well as traditions that are unique to his Gospel. 31 In the former category of texts, each of which deals with Jesus's status as a synagogue teacher, Luke either removes Mark's identifications of Jesus as outside the scribal-literate class or outright 30 This section draws upon Keith, Jesus' Literacy, Here and throughout I assume Markan priority. When Luke redacts texts that appear in both Mark's Gospel and Matthew's Gospel, whether he is primarily reflective of one over the other has no bearing on my present argument. I will thus focus on the manners in which he differs from or agrees with Mark's Gospel. attributes to Jesus scribal literacy. In the latter category of texts, he enhances the image of Jesus as a scribal-literate teacher.
Luke's Modifications of Markan Tradition
Following the order of Mark's narrative, the first clear example of Luke's redactional impulses occurs in his usage of Mark 1:22. In Mark 1:22, Jesus appears in the Capernaum synagogue and the narrator tells readers that he astonished the crowd, "for he was teaching them as one who had authority and not like the scribes. " The narrator here may be drawing the reader's attention to a stylistic difference between teachers who appeal to previous rabbis and Jesus, 32 or even to differences of opinion between Jesus and scribes. 33 The important point at present, however-which does not exclude these other options-is that the narrator explicitly contrasts Jesus with Jewish teachers who possessed scribal literacy. Jesus was "not like the scribes, " and this is not the only time that Jesus's differences with other teachers will elicit astonishment in a Galilean synagogue in Mark's Gospel.
Before getting to that issue, however, we must observe that both Matthew and Luke repeat this narratorial explanation for Jesus's effect as a synagogue teacher. Matthew moves it outside the synagogue context and after the Sermon on the Mount (Matt 7:28-29), while Luke leaves it in the Capernaum synagogue but places it after Jesus's trip to Nazareth (Luke 4:32) rather than before, as in Mark. Each Gospel author uses ἐκπλήσσω to describe the crowd's astonishment, διδαχή for Jesus's "teaching, " and ἐξουσία for the "authority" that characterizes it. Luke, however, fails to repeat the claim that Jesus was unlike scribes. Following the order of Mark's Gospel, the next example in this pattern is Luke's substantial reshaping of Jesus's rejection in the Nazareth synagogue (Mark 6 and Luke 4; also Matt 13). Luke follows Mark in claiming that Jesus taught in his hometown, was rejected there, and claimed that prophets have no honor in their hometowns, as does Matthew (Mark 6:4//Matt 13:57//Luke 4:24). Luke does not follow Mark, however, in explaining why Jesus was rejected. According to Mark, Jesus is rejected as a synagogue teacher specifically on the basis of his identity as a carpenter/artisan (τέκτων), a claim that corroborates Mark's earlier statement that Jesus was "not like the scribes" (Mark 1:22). 39 Luke, however, removes the reference to Jesus as a carpenter just as he removed the contrast with scribes from Mark 1:22. In Luke, Jesus's hometown instead identifies him as "Joseph's son" (4:22; cf. John 6:42). 40 Luke also alters the source of the people's anger: it is the content of Jesus's 34 Luke also repeats the periphrastic ἦν διδάσκων ("he was teaching"; Mark 1:22//Matt 7:29) but moves it to the prior sentence (Luke 4:31). 35 5:21, 30; 6:7; 9:22; 11:53; 15:2; 19:47; 20:1, 19, 39, 46; 22:2, 66; 23:10; Acts 4:5; 6:12; 23: 9. An eighteenth occurrence of γραμματεύς occurs in Acts 19:35, but not in reference to a Torah scribe. 39 On the diversity of possible meanings for τέκτων, see Keith, Jesus' Literacy, In a similar move away from direct identification as a carpenter, Matt 13:55 has the audience identify Jesus as "the son of the carpenter. " p 45 substitutes the Matthean reading in Mark teaching-which goes unmentioned in the Markan version-and specifically the fact that he initiates conflict by stating that he will not perform miracles in his hometown . Two further aspects of Luke 4 confirm that Luke rejects the Markan notion that Jesus was not qualified to be a synagogue teacher. First, Luke attributes to Jesus the scribal-literate skills of publicly reading a scroll of Isaiah and teaching from it, even claiming that Jesus unrolled the scroll and found a particular reading (4:17). In order to understand the significance of this Lukan addition to the tradition, and its diametrical opposition to the claim of the Markan Nazareth audience that Jesus was a manual laborer, one must note that the distinction between these two images of Jesus, as well as the distinction between the Sanhedrin and the disciples in Acts 4:13, is fundamentally one of social class. The Markan audience is surprised at Jesus for the same reason that the Sanhedrin is surprised that Peter can speak eloquently concerning the Hebrew Scriptures: they are not from the scribal-educated stratum of Palestinian society. Although members of the scribal-literate class could of course participate in manual labor if they desired to or needed to, 41 members of the manual-labor class could not necessarily participate in activities that required scribal literacy, such as the public reading of the law or copying scrolls of it. This fundamental disjunction between the educated scribal elite and manual laborers appears in various ways in Second Temple sources. Sometimes, as in Mark 6:3 (// Matt 13:55), it is stated explicitly. Sirach (second century BCE) praises the scribe by contrasting him with manual laborers of all sorts, including the carpenter/ artisan (τέκτων):
The wisdom of the scribe depends on the opportunity of leisure. 42 Only the one who has little business can become wise. How can one become wise who handles the plow, and who glories in the shaft of a goad, who drives oxen and is occupied with their work, and whose talk is about bulls? … So it is with every artisan [τέκτων] and master artisan who labors by night as well as by day.… So it is with the smith.… So it is with the potter.… All these rely on their hands, and all are skillful in their work. Yet they are not sought out for the council of the people, nor do they attain eminence in the public assembly [ἐκκλησίᾳ] .… How different the one who devotes himself to the study of the law of the Most High. He seeks out the wisdom of all the ancients, and is concerned with prophecies; he 6:3. The sixth-century Palestinian Syriac tradition removes the reference to τέκτων altogether (Bruce M Particularly noteworthy here is the shared opinion between the Markan Nazareth synagogue audience and Sirach that a carpenter (τέκτων; Sir 38:27) does not attain prominence in the synagogue (ἐκκλησία; Sir 38:33). 44 Sometimes the disjunction between the scribal-literate class and manual laborers emerges in the ancient evidence in less explicit manners. For example, and related directly to the topic at hand, one may note that outside Mark 6:3 (//Matt 13:55), there is not a single example in the entire historical record of someone identified as a manual laborer actively teaching in a synagogue. 45 In this light, Jesus's rejection in Nazareth on this basis is unsurprising. Depictions of synagogue teaching in the Second Temple period identify those who break from their labor as sitting and listening to the law read and taught by others (priests, elders), not reading it themselves. 46 Public reading of the Scripture was a specialized skill acquired in scribal-literate education. Not even all the Qumranites had mastered it (4Q266 5 II, 1-4).
The disjunction between the manual-labor class and scribal-literate class evident in these sources does not indicate that no member of the manual-labor class ever accessed scribal-literate education at any point in Second Temple Judaism. Such an individual, however, would be exceptional, 47 having accomplished 45 Jesus, of course, teaches successfully in other Galilean synagogues before his rejection in Nazareth (Mark 1:21-28, 39; 3:1-6), but he is not here identified as a carpenter. Mark thus portrays Jesus as able to convince other Galileans of his status as a synagogue teacher, but he cannot convince his hometown. 46 The usefulness of rabbinic texts as sources for the NT period is heavily debated. Even if the rabbinic texts could be shown to depict the first-century synagogue setting accurately, this would not disprove the present point-that, for the most part, those born into the manual-labor class did not have the leisure time or financial ability to become something that Sirach believed all but impossible. For most of Second Temple Judaism, manual labor and scribal literacy were mutually exclusive, and this reality is precisely what the charge against Jesus in Mark 6:3 reflects. Furthermore, Luke clearly reads the text in exactly this manner. In order to attribute to Jesus the skills of public reading and teaching in the synagogue, he removes the reference to Jesus as a carpenter, thereby moving Jesus from scribal-illiterate status to scribal-literate status, from being "not like the scribes" (Mark 1:22//Matt 7:29) to being like themwhich is most likely why Luke also does not repeat the final clause of Mark 1:22 in Luke 4:32.
The next example of Lukan redaction of Mark's Jesus deals once more with exactly this complex of issues and is the second aspect of Luke 4 that demonstrates Luke's rejection of the Markan portrayal of a Jesus who was unqualified to be a synagogue teacher. In both Mark's and Matthew's Gospels, Jesus never again sets foot in a synagogue after being rejected in his hometown. Mark 10:1 describes Jesus's pedagogical habit as teaching crowds as they gather around him: "And the crowds were again gathering to him, and he again began teaching them, as was his custom [ὡς εἰώθει]. " In contrast, the Lukan Jesus not only teaches in synagogues after his rejection in Nazareth (Luke 4:44, 6:6, 13:10) but does so in the very next pericope (Luke 4:31-37). Consistent with this difference between Mark and Luke, and in contrast to Mark 10:1, Luke 4:16 describes Jesus's pedagogical habit as teaching and reading in the synagogue: "And he went, according to his custom [κατὰ τὸ εἰωθὸς αὐτῷ] on the Sabbath day, into the synagogue and he stood in order to read. " I will return to this significant text at the end of this essay. For now, I note that, whereas Mark's carpenter Jesus is exposed as an impostor to the role of synagogue teacher in his hometown and never attempts to function as one thereafter, Luke's Jesus is regularly in a synagogue, reading and teaching on Scripture.
Material Unique to Luke's Gospel
We have already considered one unique Lukan addition to his Gospel that establishes Jesus as a scribal-literate authority instead of a manual laborer-Luke's attribution to Jesus of public reading of Isaiah in a synagogue. Other uniquely Lukan traditions are not quite as explicit in affirming Jesus's status as a scriballiterate teacher but are consistent with it.
First, only in Luke's Gospel (2:41-52) does the child Jesus appear among scribal-literate authorities in the temple in Jerusalem, "in the midst of the teachers" (v. 46). Readers should infer that Jesus is participating in a discussion of the Scriptures with scribal-literate authorities. François Bovon is correct to note that Luke portrays Jesus as an equal participant in the discussion, not as a pupil: "Er sitzt nicht scribal-literate Torah authorities who could access the Hebrew Scriptures for themselves. It is significant, for example, that, according to tradition, Akiba is able to access scribal education, and thus rise above his origins as an am hāāreṣ , only by marrying into wealth (b. Ned. 50a; wie ein Jünger zu den Füßen dieser Lehrer.… Seine Position ist eher die des Lehrers. " 48 Luke affirms that Jesus, despite his age, belongs in scribal-literate discussion of the law, and he emphasizes this point by attributing Jesus's parents' surprise to a lack of understanding (vv. 48, 51) .
Second, only in Luke's Gospel does Jesus, on the road to Emmaus, interpret the entirety of Moses and the prophets (24:27) for two disciples, prompting them to acknowledge that Jesus "opened the Scriptures" for them (24:32). Jesus later joins the collected group of disciples and tells them that his actions have fulfilled "all that is written in the law of Moses and the prophets and the psalms" (24:44), after which Luke declares that Jesus "opened their minds in order to understand the Scriptures" (24:45).
Third, only in Luke's Gospel is Jesus connected in familial terms to the priesthood. John the Baptist's father is a priest who displays a limited ability to write (1:63), and his mother is also from the line of Aaron (Luke 1:5). Luke's Gospel identifies the Baptist's mother as a kinswoman of Jesus's mother (1:36). This point may seem trivial, but in Jewish tradition there is a long-standing connection between scribal-literate skills and the priesthood. 49 Regardless of Luke's intentions for connecting Jesus to the priesthood, this interpretive move coheres with placing him in the scribal-literate class.
Summary
In each of the previous Lukan texts, the evangelist either explicitly attributes to Jesus scribal literacy or aligns Jesus-in terms of his pedagogical status-in some way with the class of scribal-literate Scripture authorities, whether by including traditions not found in Mark or by altering Markan traditions. If, therefore, Acts 4:13b means that the Sanhedrin recognized Peter and John as companions of Jesus on account of the fact that Jesus, too, was an "illiterate" and "unlearned" teacher, 50 this portrayal of Jesus stands at odds with Luke's otherwise consistent rejection of the Markan portrayal of Jesus as someone who is "unlike" scribal-literate authorities and is not a proper scribal-literate synagogue teacher. Under this scenario, I propose that Acts 4:13b constitutes a Lukan cameo of the Markan Jesus, a hitherto unnoticed confirmation of the majority opinion that Luke knew and used Mark's Gospel.
B. Withholding the Pneuma Apologetic
Luke's interpretive strategy concerning the scribal-literate Jesus in his Gospel is clear, but whether he intends in Acts 4:13 to describe Jesus himself as "illiterate" and "unlearned" is less clear. Perhaps Luke intends to indicate only that Jesus was known to have illiterate and unlearned followers, with no specific comment about Jesus himself. Luke has affirmed as much regarding the disciples by stating that Peter and John both came from the manual-labor stratum of society as fishermen (Luke 5:1-11). But even this knowledge-that Luke certainly indicates that Jesus's followers were illiterate and unlearned-proves intriguing in light of Luke's interpretive strategy for Jesus in his Gospel.
The "two Apostles' lack of learning is stressed to make their παρρησία the more astonishing, " 51 and their boldness of speech-"natürlich nur für studierte und sachkundige Leute" 52 -is astonishing in the narrative precisely "als Geschenck des Geistes" 53 and thus "enabled by God. " 54 Luke is purposeful in this respect, noting that Peter was "full of the Holy Spirit" (Acts 4:8) while giving his speech before the Sanhedrin. Luke thus applies a pneuma apologetic to the disciples-the Holy Spirit provides gravitas for Peter's ability that a scribal-literate education obviously could not since he had not received one as an ἀγράμματος. "In place of a rhetorical production appears a speech which is due to the work of the Spirit. " 55 Allen R. Hilton plausibly identifies this verse as an early instance of a Christian apologist defending Christians against charges of illiteracy by appealing to the Spirit. 56 The strategy of Luke and other Christian apologists (on Origen, see below) was simply to acknowledge the general accuracy of the charge of illiteracy and then ameliorate its implications by asserting that their accomplishments (Peter's παρρησία in this instance) prove the reality of divine assistance and thus divine approval.
A critical problem remains, however, that Hilton, as well as every other interpreter of Luke-Acts that I have consulted, overlooks. With such a pneuma apologetic obviously available to Luke, and Luke's obvious willingness to deploy it, why does he not extend this apologetic to Jesus in his Gospel? Why has Luke gone to the trouble of rewriting Mark's manual-labor Jesus with outright claims for Jesus's scribal literacy when he could have allowed Jesus to remain in the manual-labor class and attributed his effectiveness to the Spirit? This is precisely what Luke has done with Peter and John in Acts 4:8-13. lack of education, manual labor, the Spirit, and the reception of Jesus and his disciples among the educated elite. Why does Luke withhold the pneuma apologetic from Jesus in his Gospel while applying it to his disciples in Acts?
III. A Possible Explanation: Remembering Jesus in Imago Pauli
Either of the aforementioned possibilities concerning Luke's authorial intentions in Acts 4:13b raises important critical questions for interpreters of Luke-Acts. Since these questions, and the oddity of Luke's strong association of Jesus with the scribal-illiterate class in Acts 4:13b, have gone unnoticed in scholarship, my primary goal has been to articulate these questions. Nevertheless, it is necessary to venture a possible explanation by way of conclusion.
One possible reason for Luke's failure to continue in Acts 4:13b an interpretive agenda for Jesus that he executed in his Gospel is that Acts 4:13b is an example of what Mark Goodacre (following Michael D. Goulder) describes as "editorial fatigue, " whereby a Gospel author reveals his familiarity with an underlying source that he otherwise modifies. 61 Perhaps, in an effort to "make the best" of the disciples' illiteracy and unlearnedness and underscore the disciples' similarity to Jesus as a teacher, Luke has enlisted the nonscribal Markan Jesus as reinforcement in Acts 4:13b while failing to consider the degree to which this move goes against his sustained efforts to re-present Jesus as a scribal-literate teacher in the Gospel.
Alternatively, this may not be a case of "fatigue" on the part of Luke as author and redactor at all but rather a conscious decision with no real concern about the degree of continuity between the images of Jesus in Acts 4:13b and the Gospel. This possibility is certainly more strained in light of the fact that Luke otherwise consistently carried out a reenvisioning of Jesus in his Gospel, but it would be little different from modern scholars' revising their perspectives in later works in light of their continuing research. Such a conscious decision on Luke's part would not fit our scholarly desires for a nice and tidy solution to the critical problem, but it would not be unfamiliar.
Perhaps the more important question that this essay raises, therefore, is not what accounts for Luke's possible "slip" in Acts 4:13b but rather what accounts for
